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This paper attempts to in-depth study claims occurring in various stages of build 
projects, committing to establish a relatively complete knowledge of claims and 
counter claims. Construction units and contractors can better complete the 
collaboration goals. They can safeguard their legitimate rights and interests, win-win 
situations. 
     Preface introduces the external environment of claims in China. It represents the 
significance of construction claims, and some of the misconceptions about the current 
engineering of the "claims". 
Chapter 1 elaborates related knowledge of construction claims. Then it 
introduces the concept of the claims, classification and characteristics. From the 
perspective of project management, it discusses the claims process and general claims 
handling process. And analyze the opportunity to claims. 
Chapter 2 elaborates the specific legal issues about construction claim. Then it 
focuses on the theoretical basis of the claim and the legal basis. Because building 
Construction contract was not able to writes all the conditions, so this chapter also 
discusses the express terms and implied claims provisions of the construction. Then, 
this chapter describes the relativity of the construction claims relationship. Finally, it 
analyzes the principle for responsibility applicable to the claims on building 
construction. 
Chapter 3 analyzes detailed the main causes of claims and legal evidence on 
construction works。From the default, obligations that they should be responsible for 
errors and other situations, it discusses causes of construction claims. And then it 
investigates the relationship between claims and default responsibility. This chapter 
also discusses the legal evidence of construction claims. Especially, it describes the 
collection management of claims evidence and the effectiveness of legal evidence. 
Trying to establish a complete system of legal evidence of construction claims, 
classified as the evidence of parties qualification on construction claims、the evidence 
of burden on construction claims and the calculation basis on construction claims. 
Chapter 4 discusses duration calculation and calculation of charges on 















probes the common principles of claim under the influence of multi-event delay time. 
For the cost of construction claims, it describes expenditure pattern of claims, and 
expounds the basis of claims right for the damages caused by duration of the delay 
that can be compensated.  
Innovations of this thesis are: 
First, this paper proposes the theory of the ownership of jet lag, and analyzes the 
common principles of claim under the influence of multi-event delay time in 
connection with different situations.  
Second, this paper investigates the basis of claims right for the damages caused 
by duration of the delay that can be compensated in legal profession and engineering 
world, then gets the conclusion. 
Third, from the essential condition of claims, this paper demonstrates and brings 
forward which thinks "the principle of strict Liability" as a primary principle of 
liability for construction claims, and put forward "the principles of fairness" as 
supplementary. 
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